Abstract—Selection of research project is a very important process for government and for private research funding agency. When the agency or research institution received lots of research proposals then according to the similarity these can be grouped in research area and then assigned to the respective experts or guide for review. This approach of grouping the research proposal based on keywords and matching the similarities between research areas is done manually. However the exact research area of particular domain with respect to proposal cannot be accurate because subjective views and possible misinterpretation of applicants. Hence text mining methods are used to classify text documents which are having rich information. This approach presents text mining methods to cluster the research proposals using ontology, which is based on research areas and similarities between them. For clustering the research proposals this approach is effective and efficient. The optimisation model is also used to balance and regroup the clusters of research proposals. The external reviewer is clustered according to their expertise and then these clustered proposals are assigned to respective reviewer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text mining is also known as text analytics or text data mining. Text analytics is the process of extracting highly important and qualitative information from text and this happens by using trends and patterns of that text, for example statistical pattern learning. Generally text mining have the process of input text structuring, patterns are derived within this structured data, and output is generated by interpretation of these patterns. In this approach text mining methods can be implemented on ontology for research proposal selection which gives effective and optimum result. Selection of research projects plays very important role at research funding agencies in many private and government sector. It is a challenging task that involves multiple processes, like it starts with a funding agency by calling for proposals (CFP) and it is distributed to related institutions such as research institutions or universities. To funding agency the research proposals are submitted and they are assigned to respective experts for review. After collection of the review results these proposals are ranked.

In any research funding agency five to six reviewers are appointed to review each proposal so as to ensure reliable and accurate opinions on proposals. If large numbers of proposals are there to select, it is necessary to form a group of these proposals according to similarities or correlation in research disciplines and then these groups are assigned to relevant reviewers.

This is very time consuming process, hence to reduce the time text mining methods use classification of text documents approach. This approach cluster the research proposal using ontology based text mining methods, which is based on research area and their similarities. This approach for clustering the research proposals is
efficient and effective. The optimization model in this method considers applicant’s characteristics which are used to balance the research proposals by geographical area, cluster the reviewers based on their expertise of research areas and assigns grouped research proposals to reviewers parallel. The results can also be used to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of research proposal selection process at government or private research funding agencies.

II. METHODOLOGY

The proposed Ontology based Text Mining method (OTMM) is based on the statistical methods and optimizations model. This methodology is based on the following phases. In first phase, the research ontology is constructed using the keywords of research proposals. In second phase the proposals are classified using the sorting algorithm with the help of ontology. In next phase the classified proposals are clustered into groups with the help of self organizing map algorithm. After clustering the large size groups they are balanced using optimization model. Then this optimized clusters proposals are assigned to the respective experts. All this phases are explained below.

2.1 Research ontology construction

Research ontology is a public concept set of research project management domain it considered as a domain specific ontology. The research paper of different discipline can be shown under this research ontology. This research ontology can be created by following steps.

2.1.1 Creating the research topics of the discipline Ak.

Keywords of the particular research proposals are collected and their frequency is counted. And this frequency and keywords create the feature set like \( (Nok, Idk, year, \{(key1, freq1), (key2, freq2)\ldots (keyk, freqk)\}) \). Where \( Idk \) is discipline code and \( Nok \) is number of \( k \)th record.

2.1.2 Research ontology construction.

The research ontology is categorized and developed according to research area and then it is further divided into some narrower discipline area. Lastly it leads to research topics of the various disciplines by using the feature set, given at step 1.

2.1.3 Research ontology update.

The research ontology is updated on the yearly basis according change of feature set. The classification of research proposal and clustering can be done effectively and efficiently by the following way.
2.2 Classification of new research proposals

In this phase a simple sorting algorithm is used for classification of research proposal in their appropriate discipline areas and it can be done by using research ontology. Here in this simple sorting algorithm, K is discipline areas where Ak and Pi denotes the area k and proposal respectively, Sk denote the set of proposal which having area k. by using this parameters the sorting algorithm can be implemented

2.3 Text mining clustering of research proposals

After classification the proposals are clustered in each discipline with text mining methods. The clustering approach contains few steps like text document collections, preprocessing, encoding, vector dimension reduction and text vector clustering. The details information of each field is given below

2.3.1 Collection of text document.

The research proposal is classified according to the discipline areas whereas the proposal documents in each discipline Ap(p =1,2,…, P). This proposal document is collected for preprocessing of text document.

2.3.2 Preprocessing of text document.

The text document is usually non structured inorder to analyse, extract and identify the keywords we are using domain specific research ontology. In this phase tokesisation can be carried out.

2.3.3 Encoding of text document.

In the preprocessing the documents are segmented, after that they are get transferred to featured vector representation \( V = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_M) \), where \( v_i \) is the term frequency and inverse document frequency encoding of the keyword \( w_i \) and \( M \) is the number of features selected.

2.3.4 Vector dimension reduction

This function is used for reducing the large size vector into smaller size by selecting most important keywords in terms of frequency. The latent semantic indexing is used to reduce the size of vector with preserving meaning.

2.3.5 Text vector clustering.

This method uses the Self Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm to cluster feature vector which is based on research area. The SOM is an unsupervised learning neural network model that is used for clustered the input data having similarities.

2.4 Balancing and regrouping of research proposals

After clustering the proposals, some of the clustered data needs to be balance and regrouped properly. May be few clustered group are very large because the number of proposals, so in order to balance them the applicants characteristics are considered like the affiliated universities or departments. The compositions of proposal at cluster should be diverse. Sometimes reviewer handled the proposals improperly (having same affiliation or department of the universities) which causes poor group composition. At this point the evaluation of proposals which have poor group composition may feel uncomfortable or confused for reviewers, so to avoid this, it is advisable to consider applicants characteristics to produce diversity at each proposal groups.

2.5 Assign to external reviewer.

The information retrieved by knowledge based agent is assigned to external reviewers where reviewer’s research area, experience will be collected before. According to their research area and experience the reviewer will be clustered. But there may be some ambiguous occur because the reviewer may be specialized in more than one domain. For example, the reviewer will be specialized in data mining and network security areas. So while clustering the reviewer, their priority of research area is taken into consideration.

III. CONCLUSIONS

This proposed approach is using the ontology based text mining methods, where it is used for grouping the research proposal and assigning them to the reviewers systematically. The domain specific research ontology is created for concept term by categorizing them with respective discipline area and to form relation between them. This approach is used for clustering and balancing the research proposals by facilitating text mining and optimization technique, using similarities and applicant’s characteristics. The propose approach can be used at government or private research funding agencies.
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